WORKSITE LIFE CONTEST

Your hard work could earn you a vacation!

PIPAC is hosting a worksite life contest where the top two producers will win a vacation to Palm Beach Shores, Florida or Phoenix, Arizona!

PHOENIX, AZ

PALM BEACH SHORES, FL
WORKSITE LIFE CONTEST

What you need to know!

• Any group over 15 is eligible to be considered for the Worksite Program. (No minimum participation requirements.)
• As a Cincinnati Life agent, you can enroll your own agency in the program.
• PIPAC can assist with marketing materials to get the word out to your groups.
• PIPAC can assist with census quoting for any group a census is provided. (Will include individual employee rate sheets to help make enrollment easy and time efficient.)
• PIPAC is prepared to assist with initial presentations, group meetings, and even getting the correct enrollment conditions for success.

Rules

• $1 of annualized premium = 1 contest credit
• Groups and Re-Enrollments must be completed in 2020.
• Must have at least 1 NEW group enrolled during contest period.
• Re-Enrollment premiums will be counted toward contest credit.
• Enrolled Premiums will be based off the final group submission numbers.
• Highest totaling agent will get first choice of prize.
• Must have a minimum of 25,000 contest credit to be eligible.
• Rankings to be updated monthly.
• Contest Credits will only apply to primary PIPAC agent in the annualized amount submitted through PIPAC.